Superb Minecraft: Develop Math By Coloring (Minecraft Activity Books) (Volume 2)
**Synopsis**

Limited Time Discount! (Regular $ 9.99 ) The #1 Unofficial Minecraft Math Coloring Series 2nd Book! Superb Minecraft: Develop Math By Coloring. Fun by learning math via Minecraft Drawings for Kids is a great way to spend your free time. This book will keep children entertained for hours. It also serves as a fantastic gift for any occasion. Inside you will find: Drawings of your favorite minecraft characters  Drawings of Minecraft Monsters and Animals Pictures of Minecraft Food Pictures of Action scenes ... and much, much more! Make these drawings come to life using your imagination, pencils and markers! Try the second book after this! NOT OFFICIAL MINECRAFT PRODUCT. NOT APPROVED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH MOJANG
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**Customer Reviews**

Mother of two homeschooling little girls that are mildly (totally) obsessed with Minecraft EVERYTHING. We tend to do more of a child-led learning style in our home, and when they are obsessed with Minecraft I had to get creative. I was able to gift my girls a few of these Minecraft books and they love them. I was having a hard time finding something more challenging than the beginner books, yet without the super complex, tiny stuff meant for kids with very mature fine motor skills which is frustrating, but I am thinking I will ban electronics in the car some day soon and they will take these along. I am happy with the purchases, I am happy with the price! Much better than other author's on .